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THE UNDISCOVERED CONTINENT, South
America has been described as a land of mysterious
jungle cut by the mighty Amazon River in the east and
defined by the high desert and rugged Andes in the west.
Indeed, wild rivers and vast wilderness outline the
broader landscape, but both ancient civilizations and
vibrant metropolises with fresh and bustling cultures,
are what draw us here.
With the re-introduction of golf to the Olympic Games
in Rio, one of the continent’s best kept secrets has
been revealed: South America has a well-established,
and growing golf offering. Golf has been relatively
inaccessible to tourists as some of the best courses are
private, cloistered behind fences. That is all changing
thanks to the Olympic Course and the launch of
several tourist-friendly resorts. As well, we have built
relationships with private clubs like Gávea Golf Club,
Buenos Aires Golf Club and Pilará, to gain exclusive
access for our group. We play these and several other
hidden gems on this extraordinary journey, the ultimate
golf and touring experience spanning South America.
Discover the pleasure and ease of traveling with Kalos
Golf via privately chartered air. Our attentive staff
awaits at every course with your bag already prepped
for your arrival. For each round, we accommodate
pairing requests or match you with new friends who
share your skill level and enthusiasm for the game.
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For those interested in more than golf, we have designed
exciting tours to meet the needs of discriminating
travelers; exploring the thrill of Rio de Janeiro,
experiencing the music and food scene in Buenos Aires,
discovering the majesty of the mountains and lakes of
Patagonia, touring the cultural highlights of Chile.
Whether playing golf or discovering modern and ancient
cultures with our experienced guides, shopping or
exploring on your own, you will experience unsurpassed
personal service and attention, returning from your
journey with new and enriched friendships and
memories of a captivating experience.

Memorable Golf Adventures

Rio de Janeiro

November 9: Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
Plan to arrive in Rio de Janeiro on November 9,
where you will be greeted at the airport and
transferred to the Belmond Copacabana Palace.
Relax and explore nearby Copacabana Beach
until our welcome reception this evening. If
you plan to arrive early in Rio, we are happy to
make arrangements for additional nights at the
Copacabana Palace.
Overnight: Belmond Copacabana Palace

.......
November 10: Rio de Janeiro
Golf: Olympic Golf Course
Gil Hanse designed this links-style course for the
Rio Olympic Games. Built on a sandy peninsula,
the course is relatively flat, but Hanse has
produced wonderful variety and a great challenge
that plays firm and fast with multiple slight
swells and rolls. As on any good links course, the
wind plays a significant factor, and almost every
hole switches direction. Combined with an ideal
mix of hole lengths and well-conceived green
complexes, it serves as a wonderful ambassador
of South American golf, and will surely be a
memorable opening round.
Tour: Sugarloaf Mountain
Touring guests ride to the top of Sugarloaf
Mountain today. We first take a cable car 650
feet up to Urca Hill, where we can disembark
and explore the nearby shops, restaurants and
shady gardens. Continuing our cable car ride up
to 1,200 feet to the top of Sugarloaf Mountain,
we will be rewarded with spectacular views of
Rio de Janeiro.
Overnight: Belmond Copacabana Palace
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The Olympic Course

.......
November 11: Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
Golf: Gávea Golf and Country Club
Widely regarded as Rio’s most prestigious golf club,
Gávea is a wonderful representation of South American
golf. Short by modern standards, elevation changes
demand proper club choice, as a rolling and twisting
front nine gives way to a few flatter coastal holes
before climbing back to the clubhouse. The course was
established in 1926 adjacent to the Tijuca National
Forest in the shadow of a looming rocky outcrop,
Pedra da Gávea. Stanley Thompson and Robert Trent
Jones put their stamp on this private course in the
early 1930’s, and Thompson’s signature can best be
seen on the raised par three greens, surrounded by
ample bunkering.
Tour: Corcovado Mountain & Samba City
No visit to Rio would be complete without a panoramic
view from atop Corcovado Mountain where Christ
the Redeemer stands. Our day begins by exploring
Copacabana Beach before we travel to the top of
Corcovado Mountain and wonder at the expanse of
Rio de Janeiro below. We then enjoy lunch in the Santa
Teresa neighborhood before ending our day with a visit
to Samba City, where we are immersed in all things
Carnival, from learning about costume making to
trying out some dance moves. A full and lively day in
Rio is at hand for touring guests!
Overnight: Belmond Copacabana Palace

.......
November 12: Rio de Janeiro • Iguazú Falls •
Buenos Aires, Argentina
After breakfast in Rio, we board our charter flight for a
short trip to Iguazú Falls. With our own aircraft for the
day, we take full advantage en route to Buenos Aires,
making a touring stop at this majestic natural wonder.
We will view the falls from a spectacular overlook, and
enjoy lunch at the Belmond Hotel. Later this afternoon,
our charter flight takes us on to Buenos Aires, where
we check in to the Four Seasons.
Overnight: Four Seasons Buenos Aires
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Buenos Aires Golf Club

.......
November 13: Buenos Aires, Argentina
Golf: Buenos Aires Golf Club—Green and Yellow
This Robert von Hagge gem is exclusive and exceptionally
maintained. Two mammoth lakes reside in the center of the
property and water hazards present the primary defense off the
tee. Mounds and moguls surround the fringes of the speedy
greens, challenging players to make an accurate approach, or
battle the mounds to get up and down. The course has hosted
multiple international tournaments, including the EMC World
Cup and Argentine Open. A fun and challenging first round in
this capital of Argentina is in store.
Tour: Buenos Aires City Tour
A tour of the magnificent Colón Opera House starts our day.
Considered to be among the finest concert venues acoustically
in the world, this behind-the-scenes tour will be special.
We also explore some highlights of Buenos Aires including
the Plaza de Mayo, national cathedral and the La Recoleta
neighborhood, which is the hub of the city’s aristocracy and
home to high-end shopping.
Overnight: Four Seasons Buenos Aires

.......
November 14: Buenos Aires
Golf: Pilará Golf Club
Opened in 2013, Pilará is a wonderful Nicklaus Signature
private club with an open country layout. The course spans
over rolling terrain with sight lines that extend across the
entire landscape. Dotted with 76 white sand bunkers and water
protecting eight holes, each shot must be well-planned and
executed with the next in mind to earn the optimal approach to
large, undulating greens. Typical of Nicklaus designs, setting
up the approach from the correct angle will make all the
difference in challenging par.
Tour: Traditional Estancia
We see the embassies, palaces, and mansions of the Little
Palermo neighborhood before venturing into the countryside to
visit the Estancia La Bamba de Areco, where we enjoy a tour
of the historic property, a gaucho show and a barbecue lunch
of local delicacies.
Overnight: Four Seasons Buenos Aires
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Patagonian Lakes

.......
November 15: Buenos Aires • Bariloche, Argentina
We fly from Buenos Aires to Bariloche in the heart of Argentina’s
Lake District in Patagonia. Our home for the next three nights is Llao
Llao Resort, spectacularly set amidst crystal blue lakes, snow-capped
peaks and unexplored larch and cypress forests. The natural beauty
surrounding Nahuel Huapi Lake unfolds before us today as we enjoy a
lake cruise and lunch aboard the historic and iconic Modesta Victoria,
whose teak decks and bronze hardware combine to strike the ideal
expression of rustic elegance.
Overnight: Llao Llao Hotel & Resort

.......
November 16: Bariloche
Today is yours to discover the natural wonders of Patagonia, with a
range of resort activities at the ready. Take a half-day guided kayak
tour of Moreno Lake, paddling to spectacular views of the Andes, and
visiting remote and untouched natural areas. Alternatively, you may
want to hike into the surrounding cypress woodlands to a wonderful
viewpoint overlooking Nahuel Huapi Lake. Or, try a full day of fly
fishing in this area world-renowned for the sport; a short clinic will be
offered for beginners.
Overnight: Llao Llao Hotel & Resort

......
November 17: Bariloche
Golf: Llao Llao Golf Resort
Llao Llao is a course that demands precision off the tee. It is a short
and compact track with a few holes that make curious use of elevation
changes and forced carries; from a design standpoint, it is unusual.
Ultimately, it’s the overall setting here that makes the experience at
Llao Llao unique, set in the heart of Patagonia with spectacular lake
and mountain views throughout. Access from our accommodations on
property will make for a convenient game, with plenty of time to enjoy
the resort before and after your round.
Tour: Artisans Tour or Guided Biking Tour
More options to discover Patagonia are available today. Local artisans
are the life-blood of Patagonia; from hand-spun wool and hand-made
leather pieces to world-renowned Bariloche chocolate, we will be
hosted by local artists and have an opportunity to learn about their
sourcing, artistry and search for that perfect memento of our visit. Or,
guests may choose to join a guided cycling tour around the lakes, hills
and ancient forests that surround our resort to take in some wonderful
Patagonian vistas.
Overnight: Llao Llao Hotel & Resort
www.KalosGolf.com 919.942.3464
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Santiago, Chile

.......
November 18: Bariloche • Santiago, Chile
Our charter flight takes us to Santiago, Chile this morning. On arrival,
we check in to the The Singular Hotel and enjoy lunch. Afterwards,
we will offer a city highlights tour of Santiago.
Overnight: The Singular Hotel

......
November 19: Santiago
Golf: Hacienda Chicureo Club de Golf
Santiago lies in a valley between the Andes and Chilean Coastal
Range. At 1,700 feet above sea level, this high desert town is an ideal
setting for golf. Hacienda Chicureo Club de Golf, designed by Mike
Amundson, has hosted multiple Latin America PGA Tour events.
There are two distinct nines here. While the front gently undulates,
and the open driving areas allow for a straightforward approach to
each hole, the back sneaks into the foothills where rolls, elevation
change and doglegs are more pronounced, demanding a wellconceived strategy to set up the ideal line to the green.
Tour: Valparaíso
Touring guests visit the coastal town of Valparaíso, a UNESCO World
Heritage Site. We walk the labyrinth of cobbled alleys between the
town’s rainbow of historic buildings, discovering a vibrant street art
scene. After lunch at Portofino Restaurant, we visit the home of famed
Chilean poet Pablo Neruda, whose unique collection of artifacts
document his travel around the world.
Overnight: The Singular Hotel

.......
November 20: Santiago • Home
This morning, we depart for the Santiago Airport for home
bound flights. Or, join us as we travel to Peru for our Machu
Picchu Extension.
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Machu Picchu

.......
MACHU PICCHU EXTENSION TOUR
November 20–23, 2019
Fly to Cusco, Peru via Lima, and transfer to the fivestar Belmond Monasterio Hotel, ideally located in
the heart of Cusco (elevation: 11,000 feet above sea
level), historic capital of the Inca Empire, where we
will spend three nights. We arrive in time to explore
the quaint shops and stroll the Plaza de Armas.
On our first full day, we acclimate ourselves to
Cusco with a city tour that includes the Cathedral
on Plaza de Armas, the Santo Domingo Temple
and the ruins of Sacsayhuaman. On our second
day of touring, we ride the famous luxury Hiram
Bingham train through the Sacred Valley to Machu
Picchu, a UNESCO World Heritage Site and one
of the Seven Wonders of the World. Our private
guides provide insight into the ancient Incas who
constructed these impossibly perched cliff-side
ruins at 8,000 feet.
The Machu Picchu tour price is $2,935 per person, double occupancy
in a Deluxe Room ($3,465 per person in a Junior Suite; $3,765 for a
Single Room), and includes: three nights accommodations, breakfasts,
one lunch, one dinner, tour of Cusco and tour of Machu Picchu, roundtrip transport on the Hiram Bingham train to Machu Picchu and airport transfers on scheduled arrival and departure dates. Airfare from
Santiago to Cusco is not included but will be arranged by Kalos Golf.
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CHARTERED AIR

Convenience of Chartered Air
From the Amazon to the Andes,
dense forests to alluring beaches,
cosmopolitan capitals to ancient
civilizations, South America is a
continent steeped in diversity.
To explore the breadth of Brazil,
Argentina and Chile, and access
airports in close proximity to our
destinations, including a day tour
in Iguazú Falls, we have chartered
aircraft for each of the legs of our
journey from Rio to Santiago.
We comfortably and conveniently fly
directly to airports both large and
small, allowing for a simple transfer
to the comfort of our wonderful
accommodations.
Our staff manages all of the luggage
arrangements, eliminating the hassles
of typical air travel, allowing us to
maximize our time at some of the best
accommodations to be found in this
vast continent.

.......
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Kalos Golf
1504 East Franklin Street, Suite 200
Chapel Hill, NC 27514
To view complete pricing and remaining trip details, please request a full trip
brochure using the brochure request button posted throughout our website, or
call us at 1-919-942-3464.
Each trip brochure may be viewed live online or received via postal mail.
Thank you for your interest in our memorable golf adventures.

GOLF’S FINEST TR AVEL EXPERIENCE
The truth about great international golf courses is that they are
typically in close proximity to fascinating cultural and historic
venues, immersed in unique landscapes ripe for discovery, making
our trips ideal for couples in which one spouse is a passionate
golfer, and one may rather tour. We dedicate as much purpose to
planning and executing our touring programs as we do our golf
line-up; no other golf tour operator can make this promise.
We know our clients demand stimulating experiences beyond
golf and strive to present our guests with a rich blend of choices
between golf and touring each day. Even the heartiest golfers
among our guests often remark, “it was tough to decide today
between the tour and the links.”
Each day, touring passengers will have the option to experience
fascinating cultural and historic or culinary and wine tours. On
some days, golfers and tour guests will spend the day touring
together and on others, they will get together for a private wine
tasting or tour after golf.
We challenge you to ﬁnd a touring program with any other luxury
golf tour operator that is as robust, inclusive and exclusive as you
will ﬁnd on a Kalos Golf tour.

Telephone: 919.942.3464
Fax: 919.929.3326
Info@KalosGolf.com
www.KalosGolf.com

